Implementation of Discovery Learning Factor Analysis in Transforming Learning Achievement Through Stimulus Organism Response Theory
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Abstract—The Discovery Learning method in collaboration with the Stimulus Organism Response Model (SOR) can explain the learning model and explain how the stimulus is captured by the five senses, then felt, causing a response to something. Whereas the discovery method with a lot of manifest causes discrepancies in the usual regression model analysis, so that the regression model constructs obtained are less suitable or less precise. To overcome this imprecision or deficiency, factor regression analysis can be used to overcome cases of multicollinearity. Factor analysis is a combination of factor analysis techniques and regression techniques. The purpose of this study was to obtain a new construct of discovery learning through the concept of SOR to improve learning achievement from the manifest variable of motivation. The object of research is learning, problem, inquiry, discovery, learning, and other relevant models. The factor analysis formed is a new variable construct with the name New discovery motivation & New discovery teamwork, with the last Factor Regression construct after the stimulus is P2 (New Performance) = 3.443 + [(0.089 \times (Newdiscoverymotivation) + 9.11 \times (Newdiscoveryteamwork)]. The results of the study prove that the individual relationship level of 57.9% and collectively 61.1% is good enough to achieve dimensional influence and it is evident that new constructs provide increased achievement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inquiry is a dynamic process to become open to magic and confusion and come to know and understand words [1]. Inquiry learning activities can be carried out through inquiry-based learning, discovery learning, case studies, problem-based learning, project-based learning, and so on. The existing learning model concludes that contractive learning methods can use problem stimulation and focus on students. The substitution of learning models develops in accordance with scientific learning which is closely related to involving observation, including: inquiry learning, discovery-based learning, problem-based learning, and other relevant models [2]. In this study, researchers used the concept of SOR [3]. The SOR model is a model that explains how a stimulus is captured by the five senses as an organism, and then felt, resulting in a response. It is very relevant to be used by researchers as a reference for research and development of discovery learning type scientific learning models to change attitudes / motivation and learning outcomes of business computer applications. At the implementation stage the discovery learning model consists of several stages, including stimulation / experience, problem statement, data collection, data analysis, processing, verification and generalization (drawing conclusions / generalizations). To attract students' attention and motivation can be done by (a) reviewing the design and preparation of teaching materials and learning objectives, (b) designing methods to be used, (c) designing the use of simple language, curiosity students with the subject matter given, (f) designing and determining forms of verbal or nonverbal praise for students who show attention and motivation to students who pay attention and have good learning motivation, (g) design various learning methods to arouse student attention and motivation, (h) designing assignments / jobs that can build student attention and motivation.

Lecturer needs to ensure that each student acquires knowledge and skills that are in line with their learning objectives, and creates equal opportunities for students to actively seek, acquire, and process the acquisition of their learning. To produce active students, it is necessary to pay attention to: (a) review and determine teaching materials and learning objectives that require student activity, (b) design forms of active student learning, (c) design an atmosphere of questions and answers / (discussion) about teaching materials, (d) designing the task of finding and reading teaching materials and relevant sources individually or in groups (if needed, the lecturer can become a facilitator of the provision of teaching materials), and asks students to summarize and note things that are unclear to solve together, (e) designing learning methods and media that can motivate active learning. Therefore, SOR theory and factor regression analysis can be used as a tool to predict and have a good view and can find out the impact that will occur. This theory also bases the assumption that the
causes of behavior change depend on the quality of the stimuli that communicate or the message conveyed to the organization. This study aims to expand the organizational response stimulus model (SOR) to the context of discovery-specific scientific learning to validate the influence of the motivation dimension on changes in achievement [4]. Data analysis uses Factor Regression Analysis to form the best constructs, rather than the motivation dimension that will be formed as a latent variable, whether it is appropriate and has been tested as a stimulus model in scientific learning type discovery. Whether the motivation dimension will be formed as a latent variable is appropriate and has been tested as a stimulus model in discovery learning. Whether students can find new things as phenomena that need to be reviewed for stimuli and responses to new constructs, this evidence is important to find and prove that the manifestations of motivation have an effect on achievement so that fewer factors are formed.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Previous Research

So far, there have been many studies examining discovery learning models and problem-based learning models for problem solving abilities. Among others are:

- The effectiveness of the discovery guide learning model on the ability to solve chemical problems. That the discovery guide learning model is effectively applied in chemistry learning for chemistry problem solving abilities [5].
- Analysis of the problem solving ability of class X students in discovery learning based on student learning styles. This study produces a conclusion, namely: what is known and asked about the problem and explains the problem in its own sentence [6].
- Analysis of Mathematical Problem Solving Ability in terms of Motivation and Student Learning Styles, that: (a) the quality of learning can improve problem solving skills, (b) high learning motivation, and (c) student learning styles, visual, auditory, and kinesthetic are also different [7].
- Materials Science and Engineering with the title Influence of thematic learning models, learning styles, and reading skills on student learning outcomes. There are significant differences between thematic models and conventional models, between visual learning achievement and auditory learning styles; Between reading high and low Student achievement is influenced by the interaction between learning models and student learning styles [8].
- Mathematical Creative Thinking Ability of Elementary School Students in Inquiry Learning Based on Learning Styles, it is not enough (a) Kinesthetic students have creative learning styles, (b) Students with visual learning styles are less creative and not creative, (c) Students with auditory learning styles are creative and very creative [9].

- Interaction of Learning Models and Learning Styles in Improving Student Learning Outcomes, Anova test results show a significant value. The interaction between the application of learning models and learning styles in improving student cognitive and affective learning outcomes is significant [10].
- The Influence of Reading Tests, Writing Skills and Learning Motivation on Indonesian Language Learning Outcomes of Elementary School Students. The result of the trial has a significance of 0.000 less than 0.05, which means that there is an influence between learning motivation and learning outcomes of Indonesian elementary school students [11].

B. Theoretical Review

1) Stimulus organisms and response in learning: Learning has an important role in human development, habits, attitudes, beliefs, goals, personality and perceptions. So learning is a mental and physical activity to obtain behavioral changes as an individual experience in interacting with their cognitive, affective, and psychomotor environments. These elements are interrelated so as to produce changes in behavior, namely: (a) Students, (b) Stimulus, (c) Memory, (d) Response. Based on these elements, the researcher is interested in studying student behavior learning towards the theory of perception developed by Mehrabian and Ruseel in 1974 regarding a model that explains the three main components, namely: stimulation, living things, and reactions to stimuli or often abbreviated as Stimulus, Organism, and Response.

Stimulus or stimulation can be controlled by the instructor and includes all components in the learning method / model. To understand individual behavior, it can be seen from two contradictory approaches, namely: (a) behaviorism: behavior patterns are formed through a process of habituation and reinforcement through conditioning or stimulus creation, can be Stimulus> Response or Stimulus> Organism> Response, (b) holistic or humanism: behavior formation sees that behavior has a final goal, meaning in terms of intrinsic aspects: intention, motive, determination from within the individual are the determining factors in giving birth to a behavior. Even in the absence of stimuli originating from the environment according to their hierarchical types, individual needs can be: a) physiological needs, b) security needs, c) need for affection or prestige or self-respect is usually a status symbol of self-actualization needs.

Organisms are defined as feelings and cognitive conditions that affect the relationship between stimulation and response [12]. Organism here refers to the internal processes that occur within a person, which consists of observing, feeling, and thinking. When stimuli are captured by the student's five senses, he will feel the stimulation by involving his feelings and thoughts, thereby determining the response to these
stimuli. Perception itself can be defined as a process that begins with the exposure of stimuli to students, the emergence of attention to these stimuli, and ends with the students' interpretation of the existing stimuli.

Response is the end result of an internal process that occurs within the consumer and is the consumer's final decision. Consumers can make purchases, delay purchases, cancel purchases, or even avoid purchases. The SOR model is widely used by teachers/lecturers to find out how the relationship between stimuli given to students and student reactions to these stimuli through learning activities, questions, and assignments and exams. By studying this model, lecturers are expected to be able to create a learning model as an attractive stimulus so that it can be exposed by students. The stimulus is related to modules, delivery methods, learning methods, assignments, discussions, evaluations, and interesting feedback.

The learning model used as a guide for educators in planning and implementing the learning process is in accordance with the scientific learning approach and is very close to observation activities, including: inquiry-based learning, discovery learning, problem-based learning, project-based learning, and other relevant models [13]. The advantages of learning models can be successful if educators are able to adapt and combine several learning models harmoniously and integrated. Discovery learning is a learning model that creates learning situations that involve students learning actively and independently in finding a concept or theory, understanding, and solving problems with educators as facilitators and mentors [14]. In this model, educators do not present learning material in the final form, but provide opportunities for students to find their identity using problem-solving techniques. The factors that influence learning are classified: (a) Learning stimuli are anything outside the individual that stimulates the individual to react or create learning. (b) The learning methods used by the lecturer are very influential and cause significant differences in the learning process. (c) Individual factors also greatly affect one's learning. Motivation variables are interdependent variables selected with question items a) online learning, b) proportional tasks, c) emodules, d) feelings of need, e) new enthusiasm, f) collaboration, work groups, g) challenging tasks, h) completion complete, i) various methods, j) learning stages, k) creative, l) finding solutions, m) discussing, n) group assignments. While the measurement and evaluation of learning outcomes that have been owned by students, measuring the level of student achievement is done in two ways, namely: (a) Test Techniques: The initial test technique before giving the stimulus and the next test after giving the stimulus at mid-semester and end-semester levels. (b) Non Test Techniques: Information gathering or measurement in evaluation through observation, interviews and questionnaires. Non test techniques are more widely used to reveal psychomotor abilities and effective learning outcomes. The pre-stimulus test technique and subsequent tests after the stimulus at the mid-semester and final semester levels.

III. RESEARCH METHODS

The method used in this research is a quantitative research method with a quasi-experimental design. The quasi-experimental design used was the matching only pre-test and post-test control group design. In this design, pre-test and post-test are carried out to determine the appropriate constructs of the variables that are formed. This research was conducted in two sample classes selected by nonprobability sampling technique with purposive sampling type [15]. Systematically, the independent variable is given the symbol Y (Motivation) and the dependent variable is given the symbol P (Achievement). To obtain irritation from a collection of learning discovery learning data, simulation or stimulation in the form of an incomplete case-solving model is carried out so that students can find problems and solve them, and subsequently do data processing and verify the results between groups in one unit to conclude the discussion in order to obtain the respective score. Each. Furthermore, a factor analysis is carried out in order to explain the relationship structure between many variables in the form of factors or latent variables or constructed variables. The factor formed is a random quantity that previously could not be observed or measured or found directly from the Y (Motivation) variable amounting to 15 manifest. After the factors are formed, the regression equation is transformed in an effort to form equations before and after the stimulus so as to form new factor constructs that can be used in the effort to predict achievement on the implementation of discovery learning as a complete slice in the learning process.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of sample measurements were carried out by validity and reliability tests (Cronbach Alpha) which showed that the frequency distribution of the questionnaire items was valid (<0.05) and the usability test (0.916* 0.60), this shows that the understanding between the dimensions / question items is not multicollinearity, either However, between the free manifest and the free manifest and the relationship between the free manifest and the dependent variable, it is also necessary to do a multicollinearity test, even if the multicollinearity test results do not show symptoms of multicollinearity because the tolerance value of all manifestations is > 0.10. To form a Regression Factor Analysis in new constructions of various forms with non-independent variables, a factor analysis was carried out which in KMO and Barlett's Test of Sphericity of KMO 0.881 (KMO> 0.5). This shows the feasibility that the factor analysis is categorized well. On the examiner, the Bartlett test of togetherness obtained a significant value. (p. Value) of 0.0000 significant <0.05. After the identity crisis matrix, which means that the manifest is not mutually independent. For the process of forming the first selected factors to be analyzed, the variable Y (Motivation) consists of 15 manifest items to be random for 11 manifestations with the name motivation and 4 manifestations of the name of cooperation which are the dimensions of the new variable form. This new variable is the first factor (F1) which consists of \( Y_{12} = 0.823; \ Y_{14} = 09.766; \ Y_{15} = 0.731 ; \ Y_{13} = 0.691; \ Y_{9} = \ldots \).
The naming of table 1 shows and explains individually which is the direction and tenacity of students to achieve the goal, namely finding to solve a case to get a solution. Motivation in teams has a positive influence that will affect individuals so that they can be more mature and have a more structured planning for learning. However, the finding that needs to be considered is that forming groups begins with the same feelings / perceptions to fulfill needs. The results of this research show that motivation arises out of necessity, then the determination of the same goals and finally the interaction, so that teamwork is realized. The first thing or the beginning, it turns out that the position is determined by the individual, who is the chairperson and who is the member, in the course of teamwork there will be interactions between members that allow for division (conflict), but conflict is temporary because the benefits of teamwork are greater, so that the members will adjust for the common interest so that group changes towards the better will be easier to occur. For the manifest factor dimensions on the component score coefficient of each factor one (F1) is New Discovery Motivation and Factor 2 (F2) is New Discovery team work is a variable to form the Factor Regression Equation where F1 (Achievements before) = 3.092 + 0.095 (Motivation for new discovery) + 0.136 (New discovery teamwork) and F2 (Achievements after) = 3.443 + 0.089 (Motivation for new discovery) + 0.111 (New discovery teamwork); This equation concludes that the free variables Y (motivation) is the manifest. Thus F1 and F2 affect P1 (before) and P2 (after) simultaneously.

The individual test results and the results of the transformation of P1 and P2 show that the score of the factor model 1 is P1 and P2 before the stimulus is t (1.457) and significant (0.148) and the score of the Regression factor 2 is P1 and P2 before the stimulus is: t (2.085) and significant (0.039); whereas after the stimulus the regression factor score 1 was P1 and P2 was: t (1.686) & significant (0.095) and the regression factor score 2 was P1 and P2 were: t (2.097) & significant (0.036). The T value (0.975; 113) is 1.96. Variable Value of T Count Motivation of new discovery and new discovery team work is outside the interval -1.96 and + 1.96. Based on the value of T count and T value (0.975; 113) obtained, it can be said that the regression model contains the right two factors to the existing data. Overall, on the exposure to the results of the analysis, it can be denied that the regression equation obtained has met all the tests so that the application of the scientific learning model carried out in accordance with the concept of SOR and proven factor regression analysis stages can be used as a reference for collaborating between factor analysis and factor regression analysis to form or construct new variables in the Discovery Learning Method collaborated with the Stimulus Organism Response Model in marketing management learning.
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